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Determined to fertilize the Earth, over 50 years of effort went into plant breeding. In 1832, Matthew Gray's garden was praised as a model of agricultural excellence. He crossed different varieties of tomatoes, eventually creating new hybrid strains. His work was published in the scientific journal, The Quarterly Review, in 1843. Gray's methods were widely adopted, leading to increased crop yields and food security.
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The Western Union

While the railroads were showing in every part of the country the effect or the spirit for combination which was abroad, they gave no such effect of completeness of control as in what was in 1880 the greatest of franchise propopositions and the earliest - the telegraph trust it was called, known as the Western Union Telegraph. Its name was derived from a company which had been incorporated in New York back in 1851. As soon as the practicability and convenience of the telegraph had been established, as it was in the 50s, companies began to spring up, exactly as in the case of the railroad. And exactly as in the case of the railroad, these companies frequently failed for the same reason that the short railroad failed. That is, the ignorance and indifference of the promoters to actual operation, actual need of the community they served. A telegraph to them was an easy way of bringing in a large amount of quick money. If it succeeded, well and good. It might succeed if they had been able to bring into their group or into their employ some able, honest man who either knew or were willing to learn the business of operating a telegraph line, who would work and agonize as Jim Hill did, for instance, over his railroads.

And, just as in the case of the railroads, the short, non-connecting lines kept back the object of the telegraph. If you must telegraph from Galesburg to Chicago by one line, and at Chicago send a boy across town to another office and have it transferred to a line which ran to Indianapolis, where it might be transferred across town
to one that connected Indianapolis and Cincinnati, or Indianapolis and Cleveland, where another line took it, - a letter might do as well. And in the early days this is what you had, just as in the early time, in the 50s, you had to make seven transfers of railroad in getting from New York to the Mississippi.

It was inevitable that the small lines began to come together for the purposes of the public and wherever you had a strong centre and one of these little companies turned out to be well managed, by a man who had an aggressive personality, its weaker neighbors soon came into his hands. He possibly bought it out or he might watch his opportunity to put it out of business, which in every condition was not easy.

So we began to have an absorption. This early Western Union turned out to be one of the strong units. It absorbed and absorbed until at the beginning of our period, it completed what was called a monopoly by taking in the American Union Telegraph Company and the Atlantic and Pacific Telegraph Company. At that moment it was practically without a competitor, though one was soon to appear - the company was a little later known as the Postal Telegraph.

An extraordinary man had been fostering this combination for a number of years. This was Norvin Green. Norvin Green knew his business, both operative and financial, and he never had the least scruple about getting anything to increase his power; and it was a very great power as well as a very great service by 1880, when it finished absorbing its rivals. It had upwards of 86,000 miles of poles at the time, 233,000 miles of wire, 9000 offices,
and it was sending over 29,000,000 messages, at an average cost to the sender of 38 1/2¢ and an average cost to the company of 25¢ - a good margin, you see, between cost and receipts, something like 33%. See 7

One of the most interesting features of the telegraph was its relation to the railroad. (See notes in folder)

The telegraph threatened by the telephone. (See p.381, Moody), for telephone and telegraph combinations.
Chapter II

Vital as the farmer was to progress and the nationalization of the economic order in 1880, great as his contributions were to national wealth, he, himself, as well as students of the material life of the Nation realized that he was in danger of losing his speed and of becoming more and more a slave rather than his equal of other economic agencies.

The reason was clear. The farmer was by nature and by circumstance an individualist. Each farmer found himself with a special problem on his hands. He preferred to take the risk of solving that problem in his own way rather than to unite with his neighbor for a planned economy. All around him, however, in the railroad, in the world of transportation and communication, in the world of industry, manufacturing, men were combining, submitting by choice or by force their activities to a central direction of a man or a board. A new world was coming into vogue to designate a new type of business organization; the joint partnership, the limited corporations were common forms of industrial organization. The farmer had known them himself, been a party to them often in the colonization schemes, in foreignization schemes, in irrigation projects, in the Donaga farm. But rarely had they worked out to his satisfaction. He mistrusted the efforts to control him
convinced that that control in the long run was not in his interest but in the interest of a group which regarded him as little better than a cog in their wheel. If the cog became rusty, or they could throw it aside and put in a new one. But now all the agencies which served him, all the agencies to which he was necessary as a contributor of raw materials, as furnishing traffic, as a consumer, there was coming a more wide-spread form of aggregation. The trust had arrived.

To the farmer as he looked on he felt monopoly and there was no economic form more dreaded and more hateful to him, more contrary to his conception of the democratic scheme. Now in 1880 what justifications were there for the farmer's fear that a rival to his place in the economic life had appeared, a rival which proposed to use him, allowing him no more of the profits of their joint activities than would keep him alive?

in which the farmer had been so large an element what was there going on which would disturb the equilibrium so desirable to which he was between him and the activities/essential, and on which were essential to him? What was there in this fear that he was being thrown out of balance and that the primary causes was the co-operating combination of men in these/activities?
That the combination pretending to complete control in particular forms of business were here, that there being no doubt.

They were of two general characters. One, basing themselves on the control of franchises, like the railroad and the telegraph. The other on the control of some vital element in the industry - industrial trust - which had found a way to secure a privilege, an advantage, over competitors contrary to the period of fair play and of the common law. Not only that but frequently of the written law.

The typical franchise trust at the moment was the telegraph.

(See notes - Knox lecture. Digest of L. in folder of Number 2)
The typical franchise trust at that moment was in telegraphy - the Western Union Telegraph Company. It had a sufficiently long background and one sufficiently familiar to the public fascinated by the new schemes of communication.
attacks on these privileges granted to the telegraph company by the railroads, but at this time the validity of the arrangements had been generally sustained. It looked very much at this moment as if President Green's contention that the Western Union had attained such magnitude and strength that it was no longer necessary to buy off position. "I advise that it shall not be done at any price that will pay a profit to the proprietor. Competition may be the popular demand and it may be good policy on the part of your company to indulge competing lines upon the principle points." It was good policy for in the attacks which continued on the Western Union was the most perfect franchise monopoly that the country had ever seen, Green could point to several competing lines and contend that though the Western Union exceeded all the rest of the lines in the company in its plant and magnitude of its business, it could not be called a monopoly as long as these lines existed.

Although the growth, which had been so rapid in the early years, from 1850, was tremendously accelerated, it grew with the lengthening of railroads, it grew with the spreading of business. Business in many lines by 1860 was no longer local. There were a multitude of concerns that did business not only in New York, but Chicago, Boston and Pittsburgh. They used the telegraph lines more and more frequently and just as the press and stockbrokers were providing themselves with private wires, interstate business was looking toward the same.

Throughout our period this rapid increase in telegraph business continued. 233,554 miles of wire in 1860 had become 678,997 in 1890 and by 1900 it was 933,153.
There had been from the start a continuous complaint that the net revenue had been nearly six million dollars which was over eight million. There had been a continuous complaint that the public was not sharing in the prosperity of the Western Union. However, while in 1880 the average cost of a message was 25 4/10¢ and the average toll 38 5/10¢ the cost had dropped to 23 7/10¢ and the toll to 32 4/10¢. By 1900 the cost of a message was 25 1/10¢ while the toll had fallen to 30 8/10¢. There had been, too, an enormous improvement in service. The Western Union had at this time one competitor that had refused to sell, whatever might have been the pressure. This was the Postal Telegraph. The Industrial Commission in a report made in 1897 called attention that there was no longer any competition in charges between the two companies and gave as its opinion that the most important movement that kept them apart was that the fear that consolidation would be unpopular and would lead to hostile attack.

Throughout the period there was a running warfare on the rates. While the final figures show the rates to the public fell faster it is true that the rates between busy points, like between New York and Chicago, were low. Those between long distance points where there was little business were high. Another point of attack had always been capitalization of the Company. It looks as if the Company, in making its returns, quoted the cost per mile in wires and poles in the difficult regions and that those who had attacked quoted cost of level free country.
The cost of upkeep, of course, was enormous. The necessity of command of large capital for expansion is apparent. The commerce of the country could only be properly served by instant response to needs. The practical monopoly of the Western Union could only be kept by the instant response to needs and whatever the criticism, it must be said that the need was supplied with amazing promptness.
Knox College Conference
I think it will be well for us to begin our conferences by roughly getting in mind just how this country stood materially, at the beginning of the period with which we have to deal. We will use the statistics of 1880, that being the census closest to our arbitrary date of 1878. There were less than half as many people in the country then as now - in all, 50,000,000 in round numbers. The great bulk of these people were east of the Mississippi and north of the Ohio. Think of a time when the entire population of what now are such active and well filled states as Arizona, the Dakotas, Idaho, Montana, Utah, Washington and Wyoming - the entire population was about 784,000.

50,000,000 people - and growing in a spectacular and what to many was a frightening pace, by the influx of new peoples. (L. p. 248) In the five years before 1880, about 855,000 came into this country. In the next five years over 3,000,000 came.

Now 3,000,000 people injected in so short a time into a population of 50,000,000 creates tremendous problems. What are you going to do with them? It was easier to absorb them because about 2,000,000 of them were of the kind which largely takes care of itself. They belonged to Northern Europe. About 700,000 of the 2,000,000 spoke our language; but there were 1,200,000 that did not - Germans, Swedes, Norwegians. It was not the Northerners, however, that worried the country so much as those that were coming from Italy, Russia, Poland, Austria. Their ideas of life were more unfamiliar. They
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stat. Abled.</th>
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</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
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</tr>
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<td></td>
</tr>
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</tr>
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<tr>
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</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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wore more curious clothes than even the Swedes. Their tongue was more unfamiliar to our ears.

Although startled by this new growth, Big Business was crying for it. What were our chief activities at this time? There were railroads. If you want to understand the U.S. at the opening of this period you must get clearly in mind the fact that up to 1860 the railroad had not driven out of business entirely but we may say had conquered water transportation, vehicular transportation. At the end of the Civil War in 1865, only about 35,000 miles of railroads were in the country. In the Pacific states and territories there were practically none; but by 1880 we had about 93,500 miles. That is, in 15 years they had nearly trebled. It was through the Western states and territories that the great advance had been made - more than half of the whole mileage belonged to the West as was natural, it being the land of the great distances. Out in Illinois you had the first long railroad in existence - 1,000 miles long. In 15 years, too, the Pacific states and territories had been opened up to railroads.

Now the building of railroads demanded labor, and one of the great reasons of allowing 3,000,000 new people to pour into a country of 50,000,000 was that we might get laborers for our railroads. Out of the Pacific coast they felt the need of men to build their railroads so much that they brought in the Chinese by thousands. I hope we shall have time to take up the situation that comes up to bother us still. Probably all of you in your family tradition if not in your own experience have stories of the coming of some strange
people to build your railroads. The railroads of Illinois were largely built by the Irish, and you will remember the numbers in which they came caused disturbance in the country just before the Civil War. It had been the Irish in Illinois that had been so useful in building up the country that the No Nothing movement was largely directed against.

Another thing that encouraged this immigration was the extraordinary rise of manufacturing in this country. The U.S. had set out to make itself the greatest manufacturing country in the world. It made its first great contribution to state socialism in the protection of its manufactures in order to build them. The native population was rather interested in land than commerce; but for many reasons it was not land or commerce that was winning the favor of the Government in the U.S. in 1880, it was manufacturing.

And how we were growing! (p.30) We had, including big and little, some 253,852 manufacturing establishments in the country in 1880. They employed about 2 3/4 million men, and they turned out nearly 5 1/2 billion dollars worth of products. As a matter of fact, these figures were staggering for the time. The important thing about them is the impetus they had in them. Here was the way of wealth men saw, and it certainly proved so because by the end of this 20 years which we are studying, the production of something more than 5,000,000,000 had grown to one of over 13,000,000,000 - the number of men employed had nearly doubled.

Geographically, an interesting exhibit in regard to manufacturing was the way it was traveling West like everything else.